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Python Advance Course
via Astronomy street

Advance Course Outline:

● Lesson 1: Python basics (T + P)

● Lesson 2: Python with Numpy and Matplotlib (T + P)

● Lesson 3: Science and Astronomy modules (Scipy, Pyfits, Pyraf) (T + P)

● Lesson 4: Interfacing with C (P)



  

Python Advance Course
via Astronomy street

Lesson 2: Python with Numpy and Matplotlib

● Object Oriented (OO) – Definition of objects/classes

● Numpy: creating and manipulation numerical data

● Plotting with Matplotlib



  

Numpy

>>> import numpy
>>> help(numpy)



  

Numpy Array vs. Python list



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: direct definition

Same as range in built in Python

Defining a linear space array

Some properties of the array object

This is a tuple



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: automatic definitions

 ones and zeros also work for 1D

Defining an Identity matrix

Defining a diagonal matrix



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: setting different data types

automatic definition

Forcing the types



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Indexing in Arrays – getting the values that you need

Indexing arrays is the same as for lists

You can also use tuples for arrays, 
simpler notation for n>1 Dimensional arrays

Getting lines and/or rows from a matrix



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: Slicing and Views

Sintaxe for slicing: 
array[start:end:step]

Some useful variations

Important to be aware:

Slicing create views that 
share the same memory 
of the original array;

If you want to copy you 
need to force the copy;



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: Applying masks (can be used as where in IDL)

Next slide for random 
numbers (wait for it...)

Defining a mask
(which will be an array 
of booleans)

Applying the mask

Nice for tagging
(check example)

Can also be used to 
assign a value to 
different places at once



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: Applying masks (can be used as where in IDL)

Using np.where()

Define some array with 
numbers

Using where.
Similar as a mask

You can also tag 
with where

Can also be used to 
assign a value to 
different places at once



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: Random numbers generation

The standard random 
common to many languages

A gaussian random number 
generation. G(0,1)

Important: Careful with the seed to 
generate the random numbers

To generate the next 
Euromillions numbers

You can also obtain random numbers following many other 
statistical distributions. ex. poisson



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: Random numbers generation – The statistical 

distributions available

>>> help(np.random)



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Arrays: Numerical Operations

Numpy arrays are objects.

Most of the operators where 
overloaded to represent what we 
would like.

(One of the advantages of OO 
programing) 

We can do straightforward 
operations with arrays (similar to 
IDL)

Careful with the 
multiplication of arrays:

Use array.dot(array) to do 
a proper algebra 
multiplication of arrays



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: comparisons and reductions

The comparisons operatores are 
also overloaded. You can use it to 
compare directly arrays.

In addition you also have some 
useful logical operations in array

There are several reductions that you can 
do directly from the arrays.

- sum all elements;
- get the mean;
- standard deviation;
- median (is a class method);
- get extremes in array;
- get index of extremes;

Another useful method is the sort().
The default algorithm is the quicksort, but 
you can choose others. (check with 
>>>help(np.sort))



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: reductions in 2D

When you have 2D arrays (or with 
more dimensions) you can also use 
the methods.

You can also select the axis that you 
want to reduce using the option 
inside the method.

Or alternatively you use what you 
learn on the indexing/slicing

Special note:
How to quickly transpose a matrix



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Create Arrays: data types casting and rounding

Casting: is the transformation of a 
variable between different data types

When making operations with 
different data types, the output will 
be the bigger data type involved.

Careful with Down - casting
Example: Floats will be truncated 
when passing to integers.

You can also force a cast of an array.

You can use the around() to round 
values.

The result is casted, and you may 
want to force the cast to a different 
data-type.



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Polynomials 

Polynomials with 1 variable can also 
be represented  by a numpy object 
(poly1d).

Definition of a polynomial can be 
done using its coeficients in a list:
Example: 3x^2 + 2x – 1:
 List: [3,2,-1] → [a2,a1,a0]

There are some useful methods:
- getting the roots
- getting the order
- getting the coeficients

You can also perform direct 
operations with polynomials.



  

Things that you can do with Numpy
● Reading and writing data to files with Numpy

Using loadtxt() you can directly obtain the data.

Careful with header in files. They should start 
with the spetial caracther '#'

You can also save the data directly to a file 
with savetxt().



  

Good Practices in Python

● Explicit variable names (no need of a comment to explain what is in 
the variable)

● Style: spaces after commas, around =, etc. A certain number of rules 
for writing “beautiful” code (and, more importantly, using the same 
conventions as everybody else!) are given in the Style Guide for 
Python Code and the Docstring Conventions page (to manage help 
strings).

● Except some rare cases, variable names and comments in English.

● Good identation (forced in Python)



  

Why Python?
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